
O T T A W A

Room 214 Canada Hall 303 Room 208 Room 206 Room 210 Room 215
8:00AM R E G I S T R A T I O N  &  B R E A K F A S T

9:00AM

• TDM203
Improve digital customer 

engagement with video chat

• MDM102-S
How to launch enterprise 

transformation and optimize cost

with Athabasca University, sponsored 

by Intel

• DAT102
Accelerate time to insights with AWS

with Defence Research and 

Development Canada 

• SEC202
Journey to protected workloads on 

AWS

• DAT301
Business intelligence in a cloud 

environment

DPR201-S
Kick-start your machine learning 

journey with AWS DeepRacer

sponsored by Intel

10:00AM

• TDM204-S
Help governments transform and 

innovate using AWS

sponsored by Accenture

• MDM101
Why digital government is essential

with Her Majesty's Passport Office (UK)

• DAT203
Build modern data architecture and 

data mesh patterns on AWS

• SEC201
Disaster recovery and data residency 

in Canada

with Treasury Board of Canada 

Secretariat

• TDM202
Accelerate development in the cloud 

with serverless

11:15AM K E Y N O T E
12:15PM L U N C H

13:30PM

• TDM201
AWS secure hybrid edge services with 

AWS Outposts

• MDM201
Create accessible citizen services with 

digital ID systems

• TNC102
Use data to make faster, more 

informed decisions

• SEC304
Security and compliance for 

container-based microservices

with Canadian Digital Service (CDS)

• DAT302
Manage text-based forms and data 

with machine learning

DPR202-S
Kick-start your machine learning 

journey with AWS DeepRacer

sponsored by Intel

14:30PM

• TDM301
Replatform to Amazon EKS

with LandSure Systems Ltd

• MDM103
Drive change with Amazon’s culture 

of innovation

with Invest Ottawa

• DAT201
Innovation and data analytics: 

Solving real-world challenges

with The University of British Columbia 

• SEC303-S
Design secure protection 

environments with Veeam and AWS

with Trend Micro and VMware, 

sponsored by Veeam

• SEC302
Optimize Amazon GuardDuty and 

AWS Security Hub for sensitive 

workloads

15:40PM

• TNC101
Secure your AWS Cloud

• MDM104
Digital training for the government 

workforce

with D2L and Canada School of Public 

Service

• DAT202
Data warehousing reinvented for 

today’s needs

• SEC301
Enhance security with the AWS Nitro 

System

• TDM401
Improve security and compliance 

with a landing zone

I’M A TECHNICAL DECISION-MAKER I’M A MANAGEMENT DECISION-MAKER I’M A DATA ANALYST / SCIENTIST I’M A SECURITY PROFESSIONAL CHALK TALKS WORKSHOPS

Agenda At-A-Glance
Agenda is subject to change. See latest agenda here.

Sessions at AWS Summit Ottawa will be presented in English. Presentation slides in breakout sessions will have French 

translation available on screen. Workshops and chalk talks will have French slides available to download in-room.

https://aws.amazon.com/events/summits/ottawa/agenda#sessions


Expo Theatre

8:00AM R E G I S T R A T I O N  &  B R E A K F A S T

11:15AM K E Y N O T E

12:25PM EXPO102-S
Accelerate modernization within government IT

sponsored by VMware

12:50PM EXPO101-S
Cloud visibility for highly regulated Canadian organizations

sponsored by Trend Micro

13:15PM EXPO103-S
Delivering innovative solutions to Canada’s critical environments

sponsored by Kyndryl

13:40PM EXPO104-S
Kubernetes made simple with Portworx on Amazon EKS

sponsored by Pure Storage

14:05PM EXPO107-S
Empower the modern workforce with enterprise service management

sponsored by BMC

14:55PM EXPO106
Reshape IT services for a modern ecosystem

with Canada DevOps Community of Practice 

Agenda At-A-Glance
Agenda is subject to change. See latest agenda here.
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translation available on screen. Workshops and chalk talks will have French slides available to download in-room.
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I’m a technical 

decision-maker

I’m a 

management

decision-maker

A management decision maker makes 

challenging decisions that impact how the 

company operates and determines outcomes 

that best benefit the company, its employees, 

and its customers. In this track, discover how 

AWS helps management decision makers 

accelerate their transformations and meet 

business objectives.

I’m a security 

professional

A security professional covers multiple 

specialties, such as application security (AppSec), 

compliance, security engineering, security 

operations, security architecture, consulting, and 

auditing. Though the responsibilities differ 

depending on the individual role, this group 

maintains a high IT security bar and manages the 

risk associated with the software and systems run 

by the organization.

I’m a data 

analyst / scientist

A data analyst/scientist queries databases and 

data warehouses for sales numbers, market 

research, logistics, linguistics, or other business 

information and applies analytical, statistical, and 

mathematical skills to discover trends and new 

business insights in large sets of structured and 

unstructured data. They bring technical expertise 

to ensure data quality and accuracy, and then 

process, design, and present the information to 

help people and organizations make better 

decisions. They also apply software engineering 

skills to collect and process the data and build 

machine learning and statistical models. They 

then leverage industry and domain knowledge to 

interpret the results and help companies make 

data-driven decisions to shape business strategy.

A technical decision maker makes challenging 

decisions to implement, manage, and maintain IT 

systems to ensure systems remain operational at 

all times. They analyze and observe logs and 

alarms and troubleshoot any issues. In traditional 

IT organizations, they often build, configure, and 

patch infrastructure; however, in a modern world, 

automation and platforms, such as serverless, 

have reduced this space to a few areas of 

configuration, monitoring, and networking. 

Tracks explained
I’M A TECHNICAL DECISION-MAKER I’M A MANAGEMENT DECISION-MAKER I’M A DATA ANALYST / SCIENTIST I’M A SECURITY PROFESSIONAL



201SEC 

Each session ID starts with an abbreviated three-letter code followed by a three-digit 
numeric code representing the session level based on technicality of the content. 

Abbreviated three-letter code 

for session personas

Please note:

Sponsored content will follow the same 

format above, followed by -S 

(i.e. SEC201-S)

Session IDs explained

Sessions dive 
deeper into the 
selected topic. 

Presenters assume 
that the audience 

has some 
familiarity with the 
topic, but may or 

may not have direct 
experience 

implementing a 
similar solution.

Sessions are 
focused on 

providing best 
practices, details of 

services features 
and demos, with 
the assumption 

that attendees have 
introductory 

knowledge of the 
topics.

Sessions are 
focused on 

providing an 
overview of AWS 

services and 
features, with the 
assumption that 

attendees are new 
to the topic.

Introductory Intermediate Advanced

Level 300Level 100 Level 200

Sessions are for 
attendees who are 

deeply familiar with 
the topic, have 
implemented a 

solution on their 
own already, and 
are comfortable 

with how the 
technology works 

across multiple 
services, 

architectures, and 
implementations.

Level 400
Expert


